


ABOUT US

Year Founded: 2010

Headquarters: Montevideo, Uruguay

We are a highly responsive team of expert developers ready to help 
you scale, build innovative products and reach your business goals. 
Whether you’re looking to extend your in-house development team or 
need a turnkey solution delivered, we’re the right size partner to 
prioritize your ongoing needs.
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STAFF AUGMENTATION

SCALE YOUR TEAM QUICKLY AND ON-DEMAND TO BOOST PERFORMANCE
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CUT THROUGH THE RED TAPE
The process of vetting, hiring and onboarding internal staff members is usually lengthy and expensive. In an 
industry with higher than average turnover rates, digital agencies and product companies often also struggle to 
retain their top-performing talent. Growing pains usually ensue.

Through our staff augmentation services you get direct access to our talent pool of experienced full-stack 
developers. Bring web and mobile experts into your existing team, on flexible terms and through a simple process.

GET YOUR TEAM SET UP IN NO TIME
Being a software development boutique and not a recruiting agency, we have a very straightforward engagement 
process: simply reach out to us to discuss your specific needs, and we'll find the right match for you within our 
in-house team.

You can start working together with your dedicated developers as 
soon as you get matched. You're good to go!
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END-TO-END DEVELOPMENT

THE RIGHT PARTNER FOR FULL-CYCLE DEVELOPMENT
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Custom solutions require development teams that are not only experienced, but also dependable. If you are searching for the 
right size partner to prioritize your project, look no further. In Vairix you will find a versatile, responsive and transparent team of 
designer and engineers ready to help you launch your product successfully, all the way from concept to delivery.

WEB DEVELOPMENT MOBILE DEVELOPMENT

Developing with these leading technologies ensures
optimal UI/UX and interaction by the end user

- Cutting edge, highly scalable technologies.
- Responsive development (desktop, tablet, mobile).
- Full stack development team.
- Automated test development with Continuous Integration.

Web development benefits:

Build your product with the latest front-end and back-end
technologies:

Reach and delight your customers on mobile devices through native
and cross-platform solutions:

Engage users by focusing on their experience. We hel you design
and develop apps that are intuitive, reliable and impactful.

Mobile development benefits:
- Open source technologies for fully native cross-platform mobile app
   development.
- Great development speed enables swift idea validation processes.
- Facebook-backend open source technology with great potential.
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HOW WE WORK

TAKE A LOOK AT HOW WE USE SCRUM TO GET THE JOB DONE:
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Every successful partnership starts with trust: being able to predict what is going to be done. By focusing heavily 
on agile processes and responsive real time communication within close time zones, we ensure our work together 
delivers optimal results.

Engage users by focusing on their experience. We hel you design
and develop apps that are intuitive, reliable and impactful.

Efficient Planning: work is organized in intervals called sprints, which 
usually last two weeks. At the start of each sprint, we help you 
prioritize your needs and we commit to our time estimation for 
delivery.

Constant Communication: brief daily meetings are held by the team 
to report progress and address concerns.

Consistent Results: at the end of each sprint the team delivers a 
working and testable product increment.

Transparent Feedback: a retrospective meeting is held before the 
start of the next sprint to provide feedback and look for areas of 
improvement.
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HOW WE HANDLE COMMUNICATION TO MAKE YOU FEEL AT HOME
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Our main focus is on delivering predictable results on time and budget. We achieve this by having a clear set of 
communication processes in place.

We use Slack, a leading internal communication tool, as our virtual office, where we interact with partners and 
clients ona daily basis to collaborate and report on our progress, and handle any changes or requests.

These guidelines for highly responsive communication ensure our partners don’t feel the difference between 
working with remote and in-house teams. You will always have a direct line of communication with our 
developers, as if they were sitting right next to you.
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LEVERAGE OUR INDUSTRY EXPERTISE

OUR TEAM OF FULL STACK ENGINEERS ARE EXPERIENCED IN A WIDE ARRAY
OF INDUSTRIES AND SECTORS:

LARGE-SCALE ENTERPRISE
SYSTEMS WITH

SALESFORCE INTEGRATIONS
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E-COMMERCE
PLATFORMS

HIPAA COMPLIANT
HEALTHCARE APPS

GEOLOCATION
AND DATA

VISUALIZATION APPS

GOVERNMENT PORTALS
FOR TRANSPARENCY

AND PROCEDURE
AUTOMATION

Gain and retain technical knowledge and skills by partnering with us.
We have been helping agencies and businesses in the US since 2012, 
so our seasoned developers will fit right into your existing team.
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OUR MAIN PARTNERS
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Learn more about our most recent US partners, who we help with product development and team augmentation as needs 
evolve.

- Digital transformation agency in NY and Florida
- Staff augmentation partnership since 2016
- Twenty-one projects completed to date
- Provided up to 13 devs at peak project workload

- Fast-growing tech company from Austin, Texas
- Provides the world’s largest tee-time marketplace
- React and RoR staff augmentation since May 2019
- Provided up to 5 devs at peak project workload

- New York startup building their MVP with VAIRIX
- Marketplace connecting car wash businesses    
   to customers
- React Native MVP development 
- Dedicated team of PM, engineers, and QA

- Tech company from Raleigh, North Carolina
- Cloud based, industrial grade data collection apps 
   to  automate and manage form creation processes
- React and RoR staff augmentation since Aug. 2020
- Provided up to 4 devs at peak project workload
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REVIEWS
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“They're very collaborative, and they offer great benefits to us. The interaction is very important to us, and they take time to 
explain their process. They excel in all aspects of what we do, and I would recommend them to anybody.”
JONATHAN WRIDE, CEO ABOUT SUPREME GOLF (TEXAS, USA)

”VAIRIX has helped grow our business by enabling us to service more accounts. They offer top quality development resources 
that are readily available to us as needed.”
CEO, SOFTWARE DEV COMPANY (NEW YORK / MIAMI, USA)

“I don't give 5 stars easily, but VAIRIX earned every star. They set the standards for development shops. A team that's a 
pleasure to work with."
RALPH ANDRÉ, CEO ABOUT CANVS (NEW JERSEY, USA)

“The team is particularly sensitive to the needs of customers. They understood exactly what was the problem to be solved 
and they developed a technically flawless solution, a very clean code, in an extremely short time. Highly recommend them."
ESTEFANÍA LASALLE & CECILIA ULFE, CO-DIRECTORS ABOUT MOD (MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY)
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Read some of our Clutch reviews:



CONTACT INFORMATION
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Build a lasting firm rather than a large firm by partnering with a one-stop
shop that addresses your evolving needs and increases your team’s pro-
duction capacity without the hassle of growing pains. 

URUGUAY

Ready to talk shop?
Learn about our latest work and how we can
help.

USA

(+598) 2408 88 14 +1347 871 0922

info@vairix.com

Read some of out Clutch reviews:

1825 18 de Julio St, Of.202
Montevideo, 11200
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